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THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Dan Solow, APC President

Howdy all APC members,
A big thank you to our guest speakers.
first Steve Ferrell, Deputy Director from
Arizona Game and Fish Department.
Steve discussed the non-resident hunting tag draw issue. This system of issuing tags may go to a commercial, noncommercial use system. That means that
hunters could not sell their game or parts
of their game, where a commercial
guide/hunter could. Steve said plans are
still being worked on, but had to be done
soon, to be enacted before the next hunting season.
Our second guest speaker was Ed
Murdoch, his fine seminar was on bear
hunting. Ed’s presentation included a
slide show, which showed areas to look
for to hunt. Also, his slides showed
some of the hazards of the back country,
snakes and other things that sting.
Another big thank you to Russ Runyan, owner of Decor Unique. Russ has
framed a picture for us, and has given
the club a very generous discount. The
reason and story is, the Mesa Fraternal
Order of Police (FOP), does not charge
us a fee for the use there meeting hall for
our monthly meetings. However, in
exchange we do some maintenance
work and other things to help them out.
This particular frame was for a picture
that is hanging in the FOP hall of Marshal Hyram S. Peterson. Marshal Peterson was a town marshal in Mesa for
approximately 5 years, before Mesa
became incorporated. On the night of
November 12, 1913, Marshal Peterson
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witnessed two suspects who were
attempting to steal a bicycle from a
blacksmiths shop, in downtown Mesa.
Giving chase on his own bicycle, when
Marshal Peterson caught up to the suspects at about Country Club and University, a struggle ensued. during that
struggle shots were fired. one suspect
was shot and Marshal Peterson was shot
five times. Later that night Marshal
Peterson died from his wounds. A posse
was assembled to track the suspects. As
the suspects fled, they took two horses
from a local farmer. Two days later, the
posse caught up with the two suspects,
north of Wickenberg, were they were
arrested and brought back to Phoenix.
At the defendants trial, they were found
guilty, and were sentenced to hang by
the neck until dead. After numerous
appeals, one was released in 1919, and
the other in 1933. So today we honor
this law enforcement officer for making
the ultimate sacrifice.
APC member Russ Runyan, has said
that he would give any APC member a
discount on anything in his store. Please
see Russ’s ad in the classified section of
the newsletter. Thanks Russ.
It’ll feel good to be outdoors again.
With the cooler weather, comes our first
novice hunt in October. if you are going
out as a novice, here are a few things
that you should know. Before you get to
your first stand you should have talked
to the person that is taking you out.
Some of the things that should be discussed are:
- no slamming of car doors, tailgates,
etc.
- no loud talking outside the vehicle.
www.azpredatorcallers.com
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COMING EVENTS
October General Meeting . . . . 14 Oct ‘04
“Everything you ever wanted to know about
predator calling”

October Board Meeting . . . . . . 25 Oct ‘04
November General Meeting . . 11 Nov ‘04
“Predator Skinning” - Jeff Serdy

November Board Meeting . . . . 29 Nov ‘04
World Championship Contest2, 3 & 4 Dec ‘04
Monthly APC meetings are held at the Mesa
FOP Hall, 1450 E. Main Street, Mesa, from
7:00 p.m. until ???. Board meetings are held
at the Arizona Wildlife Federation office at
7:00 p.m.

- safety first when loading and
unloading firearms
- always keep the muzzle of your gun
pointed in a safe direction
- always keep your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot.
You should also understand that your
experienced hunting partner might not
take you out to his number one spot. He
isn’t there to show you where to go,
rather he is there to show you what to
do, teach you how to choose your spot,
how to setup once on the stand and lanes
of fire. He is also there to help instruct
you on calling those wily coyotes. If you
are the guest, it might not be a bad idea
to pay for some of the fuel used on this
outing. So go afield, have fun and above
all, be safe.
As you might know or may have
heard, the assault weapons ban is no
more. In Arizona, you can now legally
own high capacity magazines, bayonet
lugs, collapsible stocks, and flash suppressers. Wow, this ten year ban sure
took a huge bite out or crime, sure, right.
I hope we have learned a lesson from
this bad feel good legislation, just lets
not have this happen again.
For all of our members, the APC is
raffling a Weatherby rifle in 30-06, only
60 tickets will be sold. Please see Jerry
Thorson at our monthly meeting for
your ticket(s).
On a more serious item, November is
fast approaching. In early November, we
will be voting for a President of our
great country, and many of our
legislators, both on Federal and State
levels. These legislators are the same
people that will decide on you having
firearms or not. so please go and vote on
November 2nd!!!!! Do not fall into the
trap of thinking that firearms are for
sporting purposes only, we should not
have to defend the use for just owning a
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firearm, for our own reasons, so again,
get out and vote!!!!!! It would even help
to join, or contribute time or money to a
pro-gun organization such as the NRA.
Again get out and vote on election
day!!!!
Remember to visit your local merchants for your hunting needs, they do
donate to our club. Also, I hope to see
you at our next meeting, and have fun,
but be safe out there.

Dan
TREASURERS REPORT
by Jerry Thorson, APC Treasurer

This Treasurers report details all
transactions from September 1,
2004 through September 30, 2004.

CHECKING ACCOUNT
Beginning Balance.................$5,765.83
Check #1365 Dan Solow - Raffles & Food.(53.47)
Check #1366 WCC - 4 License plates.. (128.00)
Check #1368 Mike Clerc - Newsletter . (74.11)
Check #1369 AWF - 8 Memberships ....(52.00)
Check #1370 AWF - 2 Memberships ....(13.00)
Deposit (memberships & cash)............ 555.00
Deposit (memberships).......................... 60.00
Deposit (memberships).......................... 60.00

Ending Balance 09/30/04 ...... $6,120.25

PETTY CASH
Petty Cash Beginning Balance . 122.53
T-Shirt sales...................................18.00
Dues .............................................135.00
Rifle Raffle ...................................150.00
Admission & Raffles .....................80.00
Deposit to Checking ................. (420.00)
Petty Cash Ending Balance..........84.00
Total Cash 09/30/04 ............... $6,204.25

INVENTORY
Crit’r Call Magnum ........ 3 .. @ ....$10.00
Crit’r Call Standard ...... 23 .. @ ......$9.00
Crit’r Call PeeWee....... 15 .. @ ......$9.00
Crit’r Call Reeds .......... 16 .. @ ......$1.50
Crit’r Call Song Dog ...... 5 .. @ ....$18.00
Tally-Ho ....................... 52 .. @ ......$8.00
Tally-Ho Reeds.......... 122 .. @ ......$1.50
Tally-Ho Inserts ......... 248 .. @ ......$0.25
T-Shirts........................ 24 .. @ ....$12.00
WCCC T-Shirts LS ...... 25 .. @ ......$8.00
WCCC T-Shirts SS...... 30 .. @ ......$6.00
APC Caps ................... 10 .. @ ....$15.00
WCCC Caps................ 16 .. @ ......$5.00
Decals ....................... 900 .. @ ......$1.00
Total Inventory........................$3,060.00
Total Assets ............................$9,264.25
Total Liabilities ............................ ($0.00)
Net Worth ................................$9,264.25

APC VIDEO LIBRARY
The following individuals have videos
checked out:
3/11/04..William Klientz ..... Callers of the Wild
9/11/03 .Ed Volk ............... Calling All Coyotes
8/12/04 .John Frabota Turkey Magnificent Merriams
5/13/04 .Jud Heinze .................... Reloading II
5/13/04 .Larry Scribner .. Power Howling Coyotes
4/10/03 .Clyde .......................Turkeys - Antley
4/10/03 .Clyde ....................... Turkeys - Fears
5/13/04 .Ken McKenna................. Whitetails II
8/12/04 .Scott Koch .. Power Howling Coyotes
8/12/04 .Scott Koch ....................... Black Bear
9/9/04 ...Ned Burris ..How To Hunt Black Bear
9/9/04 ...Fred Johnson ...How To Talk To Deer

Jerry
MEMBERSHIP REPORT
by Mike Clerc, APC Membership
I would like to welcome new members Jeremy Abegglen, Denzil Dunham,
Scott Fribbs, John McDonald, John
Roesler and Carl Shores.
The following memberships have
expired:
Name

Expires

Fred Kolar

01-Oct-04

The following members will expire
soon:
Name

Expires

Peter Goula
Bruce Painter
Joe Penny
Dan Solow

01-Nov-04
01-Nov-04
01-Nov-04
01-Nov-04

John Koleszar

01-Dec-04

Larry Scribner

01-Dec-04

Tom Thornhill

01-Dec-04

Dave Warren

01-Dec-04

Steve Blum

01-Jan-05

Van Hallman, Jr

01-Jan-05

Don Martin

01-Jan-05

CC Pulvermacher 01-Jan-05
Jack Simon

01-Jan-05

If you’ve let your membership with
our club expire, please contact us, we
would love to have you back! If you
have any questions regarding your existing membership, please give me a call at
(480) 890-7801 or you can e-mail me at
membership@azpredatorcallers.com
anytime.

Mike
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PROGRAM REPORT

by Mike Kannapel, Program Director

The ARIZONA PREDATOR CALLERS are
presenting for their October general
meeting a Predator Calling Seminar,
everything you ever wanted to know
about predator calling, including camo,
electronic calls, mouth calls, stand
setup, how long to call and when to call.
This will be put on by club members to
usher in our Novice Hunts in October
and November.
The meeting will be held in the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #9 at 1450
E Main Street. The FOP Lodge is on the
North side of Main Street between Stapley and Gilbert road in Mesa. The meeting is free to APC members and students
under 18, and $5 for non-members.
Refreshments and door prizes are
included in the admission price.
Our November meeting will feature
Jeff Serdy of AJI Sporting Goods, and
APC member, with his outstanding skinning demo of predators.
Our December meeting will again feature Steve Ferrell, Deputy Director of
the Arizona Game and Fish Department.
Steve will discuss the North American
Model of Wildlife Management, as well
as answering any questions hunters may
have on the 2005 draw. The draw will
not be available on the internet next
year. The club will also put on another
calling demonstration.
The board voted to look into the possibility of staging a May awards banquet
at the Mining Camp Restaurant if there
is enough interest. If anyone has any
strong feelings about this topic please let
the board know.
The APC Board voted to donate
$1,000 to Childrens Charities at our
November meeting.

World Championship Calling Contest. This event was moved to Elko,
Nevada for 2004. The dates for this
years hunt are December 2, 3 & 4, 2004.
Any interested parties that did not participate in the event the last two years in
Arizona can call Walt Gardner at (775)
779-2201 for an application. If you participated last year or the year before you
will automatically be sent an application
next week.

Mike
THE HUNT REPORT
by Stan Schepers, Hunts Co-Chair

Hello Everyone,
It’s that time of year again, I’ve been
waiting all summer for this. . . It’s starting to cool down!! It’s time to check
your guns and gear and make sure the
truck is ready for another season. Usually by the end of October the fur is
beginning to prime up, I can’t wait!!
Remember that we have a Novice
Hunt scheduled for Saturday, October
16th. To sign up contact either myself of
Dusty Mosier at the meeting on October
14th. After the hunt we will meet and
share stories, eat and hopefully skin
some animals. We will need some experienced callers to help out too.
I want to remind you to keep a journal
of your hunts and keep track of your
kills for caller of the year points. This
will help us at the end of the season total
up how well we did as a club removing
predators. Dusty and I have E-Z forms
available to help you.
Get out there and vote for those
people who support hunting.
Be Safe, Have Fun, Shoot to Kill!!!

Stan

by Mike Clerc, Newsletter Editor

In late August, I received the following email from a lady in Southern Arizona, requesting some help with a
problem bobcat in their neighborhood:
Mike,
I'm not sure you're the right person to
contact, but we've been complaining about
some neighbors feeding and photographing
a bobcat in the neighborhood, to the point of
this cat roaming the streets and houses and
becoming a nuisance. This morning I spotted
the bobcat leaving one neighbors yard and
walking upto the doorway of another neighbors home. After which it walked up the
street until it saw something and then moved
faster. We live in the mountains of Pusch
Ridge and realize there's wildlife around, but
it's gotten to a point where we are not able to
even let our dogs out in the walled yards
alone to go to the bathroom, for fear of a cat
getting it. There are also many homeowners,
of all ages, walking their dogs here.
We would like to see if someone could
talk to the main offenders, as they don't listen
to any of us homeowners, and don't seem to
care about others and their REAL pets. Even
all the recent problems with bobcats in Oro
Valley, hasn't convinced them not to entice
the wildlife to their back doors. Would you
please forward this onto the appropriate person in Game and Fish, if I have contacted
you in error. I would like someone to respond
from the department as to what can be done
if anything. My husband has contacted the
department before, and his message got
transferred to a gal by the name of Alyssa at
extension 531, and she offered to come to the
next association meeting. We would like to
see if someone could speak to the 2 people
most responsible for feeding these animals
raw meet, and coaxing them right upto their
doors and patios for pictures! This is putting
every other homeowner and pet owner at risk
of a surprise cat on the patio or in their
fenced yard.
Please let me know what is done with
this letter of complaint. Thanks for listening!
Sincerely,
Betty Rutter

Ned Burris and Stan Schepers will
attend the October 10, 2004 Arizona
Game and Fish Hunter Safety
Instructors meeting in Dugas, Arizona,
to help train the instructors in the art of
predator calling. The board voted to give
Ned 12 predator calls to give away to
the individuals that he and Stan take out
for the instruction. The more people we
can get started predator calling the better
especially since drawing a big game tag
in this state is next to impossible.
PREDATOR ’S PRIDE

A REQUEST FOR HELP. . .

At the September general meeting, I
cornered Steve Ferrell after his wonderful presentation and presented him with
this email and asked if there was something that he could do to assist these
folks with their problem. He assured me
that he would personally see to it that it
was addressed.
Well, on September 30th I received the
following email from Mike Senn from
AG&F:
-3-
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Mr. Clerc,
I tried to call you earlier, but hadn't gotten
a response. Hopefully, you're out in the field
somewhere with a tag in your pocket. Anyway, just wanted to take a minute to let you
know that we had responded to a woman,
Ms. Betty Rutter, that had sent an e-mail to
you at the end of August regarding someone
in her neighborhood that was feeding wildlife. Our officers spoke with Ms. Rutter and
the neighbor who readily admitted to feeding
wildlife so he could photograph them. We
discussed the nuisance and potential safety
issue he was creating, but he basically told
us he was going to continue unless it was
expressly illegal to do so. We advised him
that he could be cited for creating a criminal
nuisance should someone be bit as a result of
his feeding wildlife. However, we were
unable to cite him because there currently is
no law or ordinance that prohibits the feeding of wildlife in Pima County. This is a difficult and frustrating situation, but
unfortunately, not uncommon throughout
Arizona. It is one of the reasons the Department will be pushing for anti-feeding legislation during the upcoming legislative session.
Any support we could get on this issue would
be greatly appreciated. Please feel free to
contact me if you would like any additional
information. Thanks for your assistance.
Sincerely,
Mike Senn
Assistant Director of Field Operations
Arizona Game & Fish Department

As you can see, these well meaning
individuals are not only creating problems for wildlife, but also for their
neighbors. I asked Mike Senn if I could
run the letters in our newsletter and this
was his response:
“No problem. Maybe it will help us gain
some support for trying to get some antifeeding legislation passed. We could really
use it. In cases like this, especially when the
County Attn. is generally unwilling to prosecute for criminal nuisance we really hit a
brick wall”.

Call or write your state representatives concerning this issue, as this type
of situation will only get worse as more
and more new families move into the
state who are unfamiliar with their surroundings and don’t understand the
damage they can do.
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NATIONAL HUNTING
AND FISHING DAY, 2004
THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary
(Crawford, Texas)
For Immediate Release
September 24, 2004
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION - America is a
land of majestic beauty, and we take
pride in our wildlife, forests, mountains,
lakes, rivers, and coastlines. Outdoor
recreation is an important part of our
Nation's heritage. On National Hunting
and Fishing Day, we celebrate the
remarkable progress we have made in
conserving our environment and recognize those who have worked to conserve
our natural resources. America's hunters and anglers represent the great spirit
of our country and are among our
Nation's foremost conservationists.
These citizens have worked to protect
habitat and restore fish and wildlife populations. They volunteer their time, talents, and energy to countless
conservation projects, because they recognize the importance of maintaining
the natural abundance of our country for
future generations.
My Administration is committed to
achieving a cleaner, safer, and healthier
environment for all Americans, including our hunters and anglers. My Administration has expanded opportunities to
hunt and fish at national wildlife refuges
and improved habitat on public and private lands. We have cut phosphorus
releases into our rivers and streams, and
I signed the Healthy Forests Restoration
Act to help protect our forests from the
risk of wildfires.
Americans are blessed to live amid
many wonders of nature, and we have a
responsibility to be good stewards of the
land. I commend all who advance conservation and help our citizens enjoy the
benefits of our environment. These
efforts ensure that our national heritage
remains a source of pride for our citizens, our communities, and our Nation.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, GEORGE
W. BUSH, President of the United
States of America, by virtue of the
authority vested in me by the Constitu-
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tion and laws of the United States, do
hereby proclaim September 25, 2004, as
National Hunting and Fishing Day. I call
upon the people of the United States to
join me in recognizing the contributions
of America's hunters and anglers, and all
those who work to conserve our Nation's
fish and wildlife resources.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand this twenty-fourth
day of September, in the year of our
Lord two thousand four, and of the Independence of the United States of America the two hundred and twenty-ninth.
GEORGE W. BUSH

SHOTGUN INCIDENT
WORSENS FOR KERRY
submitted by Alan Korwin
BLOOMFIELD PRESS

New legal research by gun-law expert
Alan Korwin indicates that merely accepting a gift shotgun from a private party out
of his home state would be a five-year federal felony for Massachusetts Senator John
Kerry, the Democratic candidate for President [see United States Code, section
922(a)(9)]. Giving him the gun would also
be a felony [922(a)(5)].
National news reports picture Kerry
proudly holding the gift in Racine, West
Virginia, during a Labor Day celebration. Bringing the gun back to his home
state would be an additional five-year
federal felony, under the massive and
bewildering federal gun laws, as previously reported by Bloomfield Press.
The shotgun, identified in published
reports as a semiautomatic Browning,
was actually a semiautomatic Remington model 11-87. News reports suggesting it was a gift from Remington would
be an illegal donation from a corporation to a candidate, and the value of the
shotgun would exceed campaign donation limits as well.
In a statement published in Gun
Week, Remington CEO Tommy Millner
denied any involvement with the gift,
saying, "Rest assured, we were neither
aware of this presentation in advance
nor in any way supportive of its intent to
support Senator Kerry. In fact, the Company remains amused by ongoing photos of Senator Kerry shooting without
either ear or eye protection while discharging a firearm."
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Reportedly outraged at the implication of an illegal gift, Remington rushed
the release a public statement denying
any association with the gift, saying,
"Remington Arms Company has made
no endorsement of any presidential candidate. This endorsement and presentation by the UMWA was made
independently of the Remington Arms
Company and the Company did not
coordinate with or endorse the actions of
the union."
A local of United Mine Workers of
America (UMWA) represents workers at
the Remington plant in New York where
the highly regarded shotguns are made.
UMWA President Cecil E. Roberts presented the gift according to Gun Week.
The greatest news error however
appears to be that Mr. Kerry may have
not accepted this gift, despite so many
reports to the contrary, which cast the
Senator as a pro-gun politician.
Reporter Matt Drudge had previously
noted that Kerry introduced a bill which
would have outlawed this particular
sporting shotgun, because it is semiautomatic and has "any characteristic
that can function as a grip."
Dave Workman, senior editor at Gun
Week, contacted Washington, D.C.based Kerry campaign spokeswoman
Kathy Roeder, who said the shotgun
was, "returned to the person who bought
it," and that the gun is still in West Virginia. This reportedly took place immediately after all the photographs were
taken of the Senator holding the gun.
The actual current location of the shotgun is not known.
According to Workman's report in
Gun Week, "Roeder acknowledged that
Kerry could not legally have accepted
the shotgun and taken it with him, anyway, under existing gun-control laws." It
is not clear whether Roeder and the
Kerry campaign were aware of this
when the stories of the gift and photos
were taken and widely circulated.
Questions as to Kerry's intent, in leading the media to believe he was in fact a
gun supporter, by smiling and gladly
receiving the shotgun gift, are unresolved as this Bloomfield Press news
release was posted.
This places many news outlets in a
difficult position. If they all retract their
stories that Kerry accepted this gift, it
will harm the image they conveyed of
Kerry as a gun-friendly candidate, seen
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as necessary to win states like West Virginia. Al Gore lost largely democratic
West Virginia (and Tennessee and
Arkansas) in 2000 due to the gun issue,
according to many observers.
News outlets are known to sometimes
be reluctant to retract stories. If the
media refuses to retract the stories, or if
the Kerry campaign fails to issue a correction, then all the published articles
and photos stand as evidence that the
candidate committed the felony offense.
Additional information is posted at the
Bloomfield Press website, gunlaws.com,
under the blue News Accuracy button.
In an effort to help smooth the waters,
nearly 3,000 news outlets nationwide
are being notified of this situation by
Bloomfield Press. The public is encouraged to send this report to their local
newspapers and broadcasters. It is hoped
that the media will contact Kerry
directly, and either retract the story, or
confirm their account. Did John Kerry,
in fact, receive a gift of a fine Remington shotgun?
If Kerry did accept the gift as widely
reported, and as a legal matter, his transfer of it back to an unidentified person in
West Virginia, without involvement of a
licensed dealer, an FBI background
check, and with no paper trail, may also
be a felony.
Gun-law expert Korwin is again calling for calm, as these unbelievably confusing laws are sorted out, so the
democratic candidate for president can
continue his effort to attain the highest
office in the land.

Society and Fund for Animals, also
overwhelmingly approve of Kerry's voting record in Congress. NRA has rated
Kerry an "F" on sportsmen's votes, and
Gun Owners of America gives him a
"zero" rating on firearm ownership and
hunting issues. If that surprises you, find
more about the candidates' positions at
www.voteyoursport.com.

APC CLASSIFIEDS
Individual classified ads are listed free
in the Varmints Voice to all APC
members. For commercial ads, please
contact the newsletter editor.
For Sale: Marlin model 783 .22mag
bolt action rifle, with sling $125. 100%
with box & papers. Contact Dan @
(480) 883-7148.

KNOW WHERE YOUR
CANDIDATE STANDS . . .
submitted by Cindy Seff, APC Member

National Rifle Association president
Kayne Robinson was recently interviewed on the Can & Company NRA
News program and pointed out this
interesting fact: "The only thing that all
of the anti-gun and anti-hunting organizations and the pro-gun, pro-hunting
organizations agree on completely is
that Kerry is the most anti-gun candidate
in U.S. history. The way you can prove
that is to look up their ratings." The
Brady Center and other gun control
groups note that Kerry is 100 percent on
their side in passing legislation to
restrict gun ownership. Anti-hunting
groups, specifically the U.S. Humane
-5-
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APC MEMBERS-IN-ACTION

APC President Dan Solow (r) presenting Bryan Soller, Mesa FOP President, with the special framed
picture of Marshal Hyram S. Peterson.
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ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
ARIZONA PREDATOR CALLERS
P.O. BOX 1172
MESA, AZ 85211-1172

ARIZONA PREDATOR CALLERS - Annual Membership Application
NAME: _______________________________ HM PHONE: _________________ WK PHONE: ________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________ FAX #: _______________
CITY:___________________________________ STATE: ______ ZIP: _____________ DOB: _______________
ADDITIONAL FAMILY MEMBERS
NAME: __________________________________ RELATIONSHIP: _________________ DOB: _______________
NAME: __________________________________ RELATIONSHIP: _________________ DOB: _______________
NAME: __________________________________ RELATIONSHIP: _________________ DOB: _______________
NAME: __________________________________ RELATIONSHIP: _________________ DOB: _______________
Send To:
ARIZONA PREDATOR CALLERS
P.O. BOX 1172
MESA, AZ 85211-1172

Primary Annual Membership $30.00
Family Membership add $5.00 ($35.00 total)
Amount Enclosed ______________________

